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PAK| - A
(Maximum marks : 10)

Marks

I Answer the following questions in one or two sentences' Each question carries

2 marks.

L Define the term fising factor'

2. Define the term recovery voltage'

3. State the peculiarity of self blast OCB'

4. What is meant by inverse time relay ?

5. Differentiate between direct stroke and indirect stroke in case of lightning.

(5x2: 10)

PAK|- B
(vlaximum mmks : 30)

il Answer any five questions from the following. Each question carries 6 marks.

l. Explain about the desirable characteristics of fi-rse wire.

2. Describe about the arc conffo! in cross jet explosion pot.

3. Explarn the operation of an axial blast ACB.

4. Explain the operation of atffacted armature ffi electromagnetic relay.

5. Explain the term :

(a) Pick up current

(b) Current setting

(c) Plug setting multiplier

(d) Time setting multiplier of a relay

6. Explain the operation of a voltage balance differential relay.

7. State the advantages of neutral grounding. (5x6: 30)
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. PART -_ C

fMaximum mark : 60)

(Answer one full question from each unit. Each full question carries 15 marks.)

Uxir - I

Explain the constuction and working of HRC fuse.

state the advantages and disadvantages of semi enclosed fuse.

State the difference between fuse and CB.

On

(a) Define the term proqpective current.

Marks
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VI

VII

(b) Explain why silver is treated as best suitable material for fuse element.
(c) State the advantages and disadvantages of fuse.

U*,, - ff
V (a) Explain the working of SFu circuit breaker.' (b) Describe the production of voltage surge due to

(t Current chopping (ii) Capacitive curent breaking

On

(a) List the different types of ocB. Explain the working of a plain lreak ocB.
(b) Give the advantages and disadvantages air blast CB.

UNrr - III
(a) Explain the operation of a time distance impedance relay with a neat diagram.

O) Describe the concept of primary protection and backup protection.

On

Vn (a) Explain the working of induction type directional over cuffent relay with a neat
diagram.

(b) Explain the operation of protective relay with the help of a line diagram.

UNrr - IV

D( (a) Explain the differential protection of alternator with a neat diagram.

(b) Describe the operation of a typical lightning arrestor.

On

protection scheme of a delta/delta ffansformer

used neutral gounding methods.

(i) Cut off curent
(iii) Arcing time

X (a) Explain the circulating current
with a neat diagram.

(b) Describe about the commonly

(ii) he arcing time

(iv) Breaking capacity of firse
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